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ABSTRACT
Ultrafast electron microscopy in the space and time domains utilizes a pulsed electron probe to directly map
structural dynamics of nanomaterials initiated by an optical pump pulse, in imaging, diffraction, spectroscopy,
and their combinations. It has demonstrated its capability in the studies of phase transitions, mechanical vibra-
tions, and chemical reactions. Moreover, electrons can directly interact with photons via the near field component
of light scattering by nanostructures, and either gain or lose light quanta discretely in energy. By energetically
selecting those electrons that exchanged photon energies, we can map this photon-electron interaction, and the
technique is termed photon-induced near field electron microscopy (PINEM). Here, we give an account of the
theoretical understanding of PINEM. Experimentally, nanostructures such as a sphere, cylinder, strip, and tri-
angle have been investigated. Theoretically, time-dependent Schro¨dinger and Dirac equations for an electron
under light are directly solved to obtain analytical solutions. The interaction probability is expressed by the
mechanical work done by an optical wave on a traveling electron, which can be evaluated analytically by the
near field components of the Rayleigh scattering for small spheres and thin cylinders, and numerically by the
discrete dipole approximation for other geometries. Application in visualization of plasmon fields is discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Plasmons dictate the optical responses of metals in the visible range, and localized surface plasmons (LSP) in
metallic nanoparticles exhibit a subwavelength confinement of electromagnetic waves and field enhancement.1–3
Therefore, LSP plays an important role in plasmonics, subdiffraction wave guides, and chemical sensing. For
example, surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) can exhibit an enhancement of 108 ∼ 1014 by utilizing
plasmon (resonance), making a single molecule detection possible. Plasmon excitation and field enhancement in
nanoparticles are highly sensitive to the geometry of the particle, and understanding their relation to structure is
of great importance in developing those fields. Therefore, experimental methods to probe the field enhancement
are indispensable in advancing plasmon studies.
Nelayah et. al. invoked spectral imaging (SI) to map plasmons in a nanoprism using scanning transmission
electron microscopy and electron energy loss spectroscopy (STEM-EELS), and resolved three different plasmon
modes.4,5 It was also also demonstrated that energy-filtered transmission electron microscopy (EFTEM) can
be equivalently employed to obtain the same information.6 Plasmons in nanoparticles of other geometries
were also visualized by SI methods.7–21 Consequently, simulations of EELS of nanoparticles have been studied
extensively to reveal their relation to plasmon fields.2,22–24 In particular, to investigatte SERS activity, Guiton
et. al. employed STEM-EELS to probe the fields of plasmons in silver nanorods, and correlated this with
far-field scattering spectroscopy.13 They further investigated EELS with a discrete dipole approximation (DDA)
simulation,24 and compared it to the optical excitation.25 It was demonstrated that while EELS can excite
plasmon modes that are not available to optical excitation, EELS can also be insensitive to interparticle junction
field enhancement.
Garc´ıa de Abajo et. al. proposed electron energy gain spectroscopy (EEGS),26 which achieves electron
energy spectroscopy with an energy resolution determined by laser bandwidth, by exciting a plasmon mode in
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Figure 1. Comparison of interactions in EELS and PINEM.
a nanoparticle with external light and probing it with the energy gain process of a swift electron. Barwick et.
al. demonstrated this technique for nanostructures with a femtosecond laser in ultrafast electron microscopy
(UEM), and termed it photon-induced near field electron microscopy (PINEM), emphasizing the capability to
spatially map the photon-electron interaction.27,28 Theoretical accounts have been given by various groups.29–31
Here, we present the imaging aspect of PINEM, in particular, the capability to visualize the optical near field
by spatially mapping the photon-electron interaction, and compare it to that by EELS. In EELS, swift electrons
induce a transient electric field with a continuous spectrum of frequency and excite plasmons in nearby particles.
In PINEM, a single-frequency optical pulse drives plasmons in particles, and electrons interact with confined
plasmon fields (scattering). Therefore, PINEM maps the field of a single plasmon excited by light, whereas EELS
maps the excitation efficiency of plasmons. We demonstrate this for a dielectric sphere, a silver nanorod, and a
silver triangle, and discuss the plasmon field distribution with respect to PINEM images.
2. THEORETICAL
2.1 Electron-plasmon coupling
In EELS (see Fig. 1), a moving electron imposes a spectrum of the electric field of
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where b is the impact parameter, γ =
√
1−  v2ec2 is the Lorentz contraction factor for an electron moving at
the velocity, ve, in dielectric medium, , and Kn is the modified bessel function of the second kind.22 This
transient electric field excites plasmons in a nanoparticle nearby, and the electron loses an energy quanta of
h¯ω. The plasmon field is determined by the geometry and material of the particle, and the transient field of a
swift electron. Classically, the efficiency of the energy loss process is calculated by the rate of mechanical work
performed on the electron by the electric field,
ΓEELS (ω) =
e
pih¯ω
∫
dtRe
[
ve ·
{
E˜ (re, ω) e−iωt
}]
, (2)
where re = vet and E˜ is the plasmon field of the particle. In EELS, an electron both excites and probes plasmons,
producing an efficiency map. A strong spatial dependence in Eqn. (1) results in a significant excitation of
plasmon only when the electron trajectory is very close to the plasmon mode. The angular dependence of the
radial component allows excitations of the plasmon modes of an antisymmetric field when the electron impinges
inside the particle, unlike light which, in the Rayleigh regime, can only excite a dipole mode.24
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2.2 Photon-electron coupling
Contrastingly, in PINEM (see Fig. 1), plasmons are excited by the linearly-polarized planar wave incident light
of
E˜p (~r, t) = E˜0xˆ exp [i (kpz − ωpt)] exp
[
− (z − c (t+ τ))
2
4c2σt2p
]
, (3)
where σtp is the photon duration, and τ is the delay between electron and photon pulses, and electrons interact
with the plasmon fields and gain and/or lose multiple light quanta, nh¯ωp. A detailed derivation of the transition
probability of PINEM in a non-relativistic formulation was given in Ref. 30 and summarized in Ref. 32, where
the time-dependent 1D Schro¨dinger equation of a free electron under a scattered electromagnetic wave was
analytically solved to first order. The relativistic formulation was also given in Ref. 32, and it was shown that
the PINEM probability in a non-relativistic formulation is, to first order, equivalent to that in a relativistic
formulation as long as the relativistic velocity of an electron is used. The temporal filter aspect of PINEM was
given in Ref. 33 and utilized to characterize the temporal spread and the energy-time correlation of an electron
pulse in Ref. 34.
When the total density of a propagating electron packet is given by Pe (z′) on a moving frame, z′ ≡ z − vet,
the electron density in the nth order state becomes
Pn (z′) = Pe (z′)Qn (z′; τ) (4)
and the nth order transition probability, Qn, is given by
Qn (z′; τ) = |ξn|2
ξn (z′; τ) =
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where −e is the electron charge, and Jn is Bessel function of the first kind. The exponential function describes
the overlapping of electrons with the incident light pulse at the position of particle, z = 0, in a slowly-varying
envelope approximation.30 For a weak interaction, we obtain Q+1 ∝
∣∣∣F˜ ∣∣∣2 because Jn (Ω) ≈ 1n! (Ω2 )n for a small
argument. The field integral, F˜ , is defined as
F˜ (x, y) ≡ ve
∫ +∞
−∞
dt′′E˜z (x, y, vet′′, t′′) (6)
which is mechanical work (per charge) performed by an electromagnetic wave (of ωp) on a traveling electron
at z′′ ≡ vet′′, and therefore equivalent to Eqn. (2). By factoring out the time dependence, e−iωpt, Eqn. (6) is
reduced to
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which becomes the Fourier transform of the z component of the scattered electric field at a spatial frequency
∆k ≡ ωpv0 .
The field integral is determined by the scattered light and the electron velocity, and it describes the magnitude
of photon-electron interaction. Therefore, the task of PINEM image simulation reduces to calculating the light
scattering of a nanoparticle and then evaluating Eqn. (7) as a function of position, (x,y). Note that the
scattered electric field is a three-component vector quantity in 3D (x, y, z) space, while the field integral is a
scalar quantity of 1D (z) projectile trajectories, in 2D (x, y) subspace. Similarly, an object is a 3D distribution of
density, ρ (x, y, z), while a TEM image, I (x, y), is a set of projections (integrations of electron scattering density
along z) in the x-y plane.
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Figure 2. Scattered electric fields ( ~E), field integral (F˜0), and first-order transition probability (
˛˛˛
F˜0
˛˛˛2
), for a dielectric
sphere at 519 nm excitation.
3. RESULT
Light scattering by nanoparticles can be analytically expressed by Mie theory35,36 for spheres or cylinders of
arbitrary sizes, and by Rayleigh dipole approximation37,38 for small ellipsoids. Mie theory has been extended
to multilayer spheres39 and spheres with inhomogeneous refractive indices.40 For other geometries, numerical
methods such as finite difference time domain (FDTD) approach,41 discrete dipole approximation (DDA),42 or
boundary element method (BEM)22,43 can be used. Then, Eqn. (7) can be numerically evaluated with the
scattered electric field calculated by the methods mentioned above.
Analytical formulations of plasmon excitation by a swift electron have been studied for various geometries (see
Ref. 22 and references therein). DDA and BEM can be easily modified to implement numerical simulations of
such excitations for arbitrary geometries by replacing the incident light with Eqn. (1) for each electron trajectory.
3.1 Sphere
Near field approximation30 of Rayleigh scattering for r > a is given by
Ex ≈ E˜0χsa3 3x
2 − r2
3r5
e−iωpt
Ey ≈ E˜0χsa3xy
r5
e−iωpt
Ez ≈ E˜0χsa3 zx
r5
e−iωpt,
(8)
where a is the radius and χs ≡ 3+2 (− 1). It allows one to obtain an analytical expression for Eqn. (7) for
b > a as
F˜0 = −iE˜0 cosφχs 23a
3∆k2K1 [∆kb] , (9)
where b =
√
x2 + y2 and cosφ = xb . Fig. 2 (a) and (b) plot the scattered intensity and the electric field x
component using Eqn. (8) on the x-y plane at z = 0. On the plane of z = 0, Ez vanishes due to its symmetry,
and Ex, which is parallel to the incident light polarization, is a major component. Along the x axis at y = 0,
Ex attenuates with r−3, resulting in the decay length of δE =
{
limb→a
∂ log|E|
∂b
}−1
= a/3, and the intensity,
I ∝ |E|2, has a decay length of a/6. Fig. 2 (c) and (d) plot the field integral and the first order transition
probability using Eqns. (9) and (5), respectively, in the x-y plane. Eqn. (9) decays approximately reciprocally
for b > a due to the bessel function, such that its decay length becomes δF =
{
limb→a
∂ log|F˜0|
∂b
}−1
= a. Eqn.
(7) is numerically evaluated for b < a, and it shows that the field integral monotonically decreases as b→ 0 and
vanishes at b = 0. The polarization angle dependence is given by cosφ in Eqn. (9), and results in a node at
x = 0. Since F˜0 decays with a, Q+1 ∝
∣∣∣F˜0∣∣∣2 decays with a/2.
Outside the particle,
∣∣∣ ~E∣∣∣2 on the x-y plane (z = 0) and ∣∣∣F˜0∣∣∣2 are generally correlated, even though the phase
of F˜0 does not match that of Ex or Ey. One may choose to compare to Ez on an elevated x-y plane (z = 2a
where Ez shows optima), in which case the angular dependence matches but the radial dependence still deviates.
As stated before, we cannot exactly compare a 3D vector quantity ( ~E) and a 2D scalar quantity (F˜0), since F˜0
is a (Fourier component of z component) subset of ~E (k).
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Figure 3. Optical and electric excitation efficiencies of a silver nanotriangle.
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Figure 4. Scattered electric fields ( ~E), field integrals (F˜0), and transition probabilities (
˛˛˛
F˜0
˛˛˛2
) for a silver nanotriangle
at yˆ and xˆ polarized 519 nm excitations. Note that electric fields were Gaussian-filtered (σ = 1 pixel) to reduce DDA
artifact.
3.2 Triangle
A silver nanotriangle of 130 nm width and 20 nm height (see Ref. 44 for the geometry) was studied using
DDA simulations (with 2 nm grid size) for optical excitations. (Readers are referred to Refs. 4, 6, 5, 7, 23,
and 17 for electric excitation.) Vertices and sides were rounded with a radius of curvature of 10 nm to mimic
the particle studied previously.44 Fig. 3 plots extinction efficiencies for planar wave optical excitations and
for swift electron transient field excitations at top, center, and bottom of the nanotriangle. The positions of
resonance peaks generally coincide, but the intensities are different. For electric excitations, the efficiency spectra
strongly depend on the position of impinging electrons, as demonstrated in SI measurements.4,5 For planar wave
excitations, polarization dependence is very small due to the three fold symmetry of the particle.
Fig. 4 shows electric fields, field integral, and transition probability at 519 nm excitations. They are similar
to those of a sphere in Fig. 2, except fields are concentrated around vertices. Namely, it can be regarded as
a dipole mode with two vertices, or with one sharp vertex and one dull edge. Similarly, PINEM images are
generally correlated to scattering intensities.
Figs. 5 and 6 show scattering intensities and PINEM images at various resonance energies, respectively.
582 nm resonance is dominated by a dipole excitation. 399 nm excitation exhibits a quadrupole characteristic.
PINEM is stronger at edges than vertices at higher photon energies. 250 nm excitation seems to be a dipole
mode. Similar to 519 nm excitation, PINEM images are generally correlated to scattering intensities at these
resonance energies.
STEM-EELS and EFTEM images4,5 always show a three-fold symmetry for a nanotriangle, because they
map electric excitation efficiency and the polarization of electric transient field cannot be controlled. Polarization
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Figure 5. Scattering intensities of a silver nanotriangle at 582, 399, and 250 nm. Note that electric fields were Gaussian-
filtered (σ = 1 pixel) to reduce DDA artifact.
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Figure 6. Transition probabilities of a silver nanotriangle at 582, 399, and 250 nm.
dependence of PINEM images reveals more information, and PINEM images are evidently correlated to plasmon
modes by optical excitations.
3.3 Rod
A silver nanorod of 192 nm length and 20 nm diameter (see Ref. 13 for the geometry) was studied using DDA
simulations (with 1 nm grid size) for optical excitations. (Readers are referred to Refs. 13, 24, and 25 for electric
excitation.) Ends were rounded with a radius of curvature of 10 nm. Fig. 7 plots extinction efficiencies for planar
wave optical excitation and for swift electron transient field excitations at end, center, and side of the nanorod.
Note that DDA calculations at photon energies below 1.5 eV (longer wavelength) were not carried out here due
to slow convergences. The resonance peaks of two different excitations coincide at 2.5, 3.1, and 3.6 eV (which
correspond to l = 3, l = 5, and l′ = 1, respectively, where l = 1 denotes a dipole mode which shows one node
in electric fields), but the electric excitation shows stronger peaks at 2.0, 2.9, and 3.2 eV.24 Electric excitation
also shows the position dependence of the efficiency spectra, resulting from the plasmon mode distribution.13
Planar wave excitation exhibits a strong anisotropy due to the geometry (large aspect ratio) of the particle such
that the polarization dependence is complementary. The polarization parallel to the axis shows resonances at
lower photon energies (longer wavelengths) compared to the perpendicular polarization which only shows a broad
resonance at ∼3.6 eV.
Fig. 8 shows electric fields, field integral, and transition probability at 519 nm excitations. Perpendicular
excitation shows the same dipole excitation behavior as an infinite thin cylinder, except at truncated ends. 20
nm radius of the rod is small enough to fulfill Rayleigh approximation criteria and 192 nm length is long enough
to treat the middle region as an infinite cylinder. However, parallel excitation shows a multipole behavior (l = 3)
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Figure 7. Optical and electric excitation efficiencies of a silver nanorod.
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Figure 8. Scattered electric fields ( ~E), field integral (F˜0), and transition probabilities (
˛˛˛
F˜0
˛˛˛2
) for a silver nanorod at yˆ and
xˆ polarized 519 nm excitations. Note that electric fields were Gaussian-filtered (σ = 1 pixel) to reduce DDA artifact.
with much stronger intensities in the middle. Furthermore,
∣∣∣E˜∣∣∣ is dominated by E˜x at ends, but by E˜y in
the middle, which results in different numbers of nodes between
∣∣∣E˜∣∣∣2 and Re [E˜x], and the PINEM image is
correlated to
∣∣∣ ~E∣∣∣2.
Figs. 9 and 10 show scattering intensities and PINEM images at various resonance energies, respectively.
Good correlations between scattering intensities and PINEM images are readily seen. Perpendicular excitations
all show PINEM images similar to that at 519 nm, which is a dipole excitation in a cylinder. Parallel excitations
show a strong wavelength dependence. In particular, 400 nm shows (linear) hexapole (l = 5) behavior, and the
PINEM image shows six maxima along the rod axis. 342 nm corresponds to 3.6 eV peak in Fig. 7, which shows a
strong excitation for perpendicular polarization and almost no excitation for parallel polarization. Consequently,
the PINEM image for 342 nm parallel polarization shows non-resonant behavior, namely a weak dipole excitation.
489 nm 342 nm 250 nm400 nm
x
y
Figure 9. Scattering intensities of a silver nanorod at 489, 400, 342, and 250 nm. Note that electric fields were Gaussian-
filtered (σ = 1 pixel) to reduce DDA artifact.
489 nm 342 nm 250 nm400 nm
x
y
Figure 10. Transition probabilities of a silver nanorod at 489, 400, 342, and 250 nm.
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4. SUMMARY
Although EELS and PINEM share an equivalent probing mechanism, which is mechanical work performed by
an electromagnetic field on a moving electron, their excitation mechanisms are different. The optical excitation
mechanism of PINEM enables one to visualize the plasmon field in optical excitation, while EELS only produces
an efficiency map of electric excitation.
A silver nanorod and a silver triangle are two examples whose plasmon excitations are well studied with
EELS techniques. The spatial profiles of PINEM for those geometries were investigated in relation to the
plasmon scattered field. In general, it was observed that PINEM images are correlated to scattering intensities
outside of particles, such that PINEM intensity is strong where the scattering intensity is strong, and it allows
one to identify optical hot spots at given light polarizations.
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